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Initialization

MathVisionTools`;

Graphics`;

SetOptions ListDensityPlot, Mesh False, Frame False, PlotRange All ;

SetDirectory "C:\\Documents and Settings\\All Users\\Application

Data\\Mathematica\\Applications\\FrontEndVision\\Images" ;

Introduction

Medical image analysis today is based on serious mathematics. More and more methods involve PDE's, linear algebra,

complex transforms, optimization theory etc.. Higher mathematics finds its way into sophisticated and efficient applica-

tions. The flow of development of such algorithms passes typically through three stages:

1. The design  stage (also called rapid prototyping): This is the creative stage and needs careful exploration of each

processing steps,  analysis  ofsensitivity  parameters,  and thorough understanding of  the mathematical,  physical,  and

statistical concepts involved. In the design stage, algorithms are developed and tested on relatively small, but in some

cases high-dimensional datasets. A high-level programming language can facilitate these tasks. 

2. The validation stage: Speed and memory issues for clinical validation come into focus. Here, C++/C or Java routines

are exploited, supported by specialized libraries, such as VTK and OpenGL. 

3. The clinical implementation stage: in the final step the approved algorithms are molded into real clinical implementa-

tion where the methods are fixed and highly optimized for speed and memory usage, e.g. by low level implementation

languages and hardware support (graphics cards, DSP boards, parallel processing).

This paper introduces the software environment  MathVisionTools that is suited for the design stage, where the empha-

sis lies on mathematical modeling. One finds here a niche in the world of medical image analysis software that has not

yet been claimed.

We are well aware of the long list of computer vision libraries available [1]. Efforts with a too small user base tend to

disappear when the original author(s) discontinue the development. The open source code and data initiative, well



supported by MICCAI [2] and Nature Biology [3], provides a good impetus for lasting developments by giving the

endeavor a critical mass. Next to users contribution, a large supporting body is essential, such as government grants

(NLM/NIH ITK, Kitware VTK), research institute support (MEVIS MevisLab, Mayo Clinic Analyze) and industrial

support (Wolfram's Mathematica, MathWorks Matlab, ITTVIS IDL) to just name a few. 

This article is  meant to promote the MathVisionTools  software and to convince colleges of its advantages thereby

strengthening the vitality of the user base and enlarging the scope of our and hopefully your software tools in the future.

High level algorithm design

Where to start? This question stands at the beginning of every large software development and in many cases the

answer has been "from scratch". This is no longer an acceptable choice as software engineering evolves over time. To

reach the stars, one has to stand on the shoulders of giants. Today's giants are high-level computer languages, libraries,

integrated development  environments, applications with plug-in capabilities and so on. 

Thus, the question needs to be rephrased. What software platform is a good foundation for rapid prototyping in medical

imaging and what are the criteria? We begin with the latter:

- Full symbolic manipulation capabilities for the mathematical design phase,

- Fast numerical  functionality  for the validation of algorithms,

- Full, high quality, and interactive graphic rendering,,

- Availability of advanced extensions such as wavelets, neural networks, PDE solvers, optimization etc. [8],

- Easy to learn and to use to keep the training under typically one week,

- Code interpretation instead of compilation for a fast coding - testing - debugging cycle,

- Integration of code and text in a WYSIWYG user-interface for easy code maintenance and proper documentation,

- Free choice of the programming paradigm, such as functional programming and rule-based pattern matching,

- Powerful commands to obtain very short code,

- Platform independence for wide acceptance,

- I/O routines for a wide range of data formats, including all standard image formats, DICOM, STL, VRML etc.,

- Internet support via WebService, MathML, XML and alike,

- Availability of GUI design (e.g. Java) to bridge the transition into the validation phase,

- Easy integration of external routines and libraries written in C, C++, Fortran, Java, etc.,

- Solid and professional industrial support, with good long term perspectives,

- Large user community, with news-groups, discussion forum and dedicated international and technical conferences.

Our answer to the above questions has been and still  is  the computer algebra software Mathematica,  a high level

computer language with a large collection of powerful commands and libraries.  Mathematica (Wolfram Inc., Cham-

paign, USA, www.wolfram.com) has developed to a degree that all the above requirements are met. We have imple-

mented Mathematica  as our major prototyping software since the start of our group in Sept. 2001, and have gained

great speed in the development of new mathematical algorithms in computer vision. Mathematica  has improved at

great speed, notably since version 4 and especially version 5 (the current version is 5.2). For some this fact may have

come unnoticed as they may have abandoned the program in its early years, when it was slow and memory hungry.

Those who look again will find that many routines are now faster than the competition (e.g. the Inverse of a dense

matrix with 1000 x 1000 real numbers takes 1.5 seconds on a 1.5 GHz 1GB labtop) and even rival dedicated graphics

software.  For  full  details  of Mathematica  see  the  Wolfram  Technology  Guide

(http://www.wolfram.com/technology/guide/index.html).

We specifically did not choose Matlab, despite its large user base. We needed a full symbolic engine in combination

with a seamless integrated fast numeric engine. With Mathematica this is the case. Function names are consistent and

not abbreviated expediting the training process. Another important advantage is the professional front-end, enabling us

to write and combine the derivation and implementation of source code very much like a scientific paper. Researcher's
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and student's documentation naturally accompany the short code, which is an essential element for research groups.

Experience has shown that long and poorly documented code is unreadable for successors and destined to be thrown

away. Naturally, this paper is written as a Mathematica 'notebook' in this front-end.

Level Language Purpose

High Mathematica Design,

Education

Medium C , C, Java

VTK, OpenGL

Evaluation,

Visualization

Low C #, C Graphics cards

There is  an active Mathematica  user's  community [4] (there are 2 million licenses worldwide), with a newsgroup

(comp.soft-sys.math.mathematica),  technology  conferences  and  national  user  meetings  (www.wolfram.com/news/),

and an International  Mathematica Symposium  series  [6] (edition 2008 will  be  organized by us in Maastricht,  the

Netherlands). Wolfram hosts the famous MathWorld website [5], a leading mathematics reference on the internet with

templates of advanced Mathematica code fragments for developer's Mathematica notebooks.

This  paper presents MathVisionTools,  a  new Mathematica-library or  add-on with advanced tools for  mathematical

image analysis and algorithm design. This library is open for international collaboration.

MathVisionTools

MathVisionTools  [9, 10] is a Mathematica  Add-On for the fast prototyping of biomedical image analysis algorithms.

This growing library of high-level imaging tools has been initiated in 2004 [10] and is managed by the Biomedical

Image Analysis group of the Department of Biomedical Engineering at Eindhoven University of Technology, Eind-

hoven, the Netherlands. The purpose of MathVisionTools  is to provide the developer with more and more powerful

commands and to host reusable code fragments and routines that are specifically needed for image analysis and process-

ing. 

Starting point has been multi-scale differential calculus of images within the framework of scale space theory [19, 13,

14, 17].  Extensions have  been I/O routines  for  biomedical  image  formats  such as  DICOM and Kretz  ultrasound.

Fourier transformations in polar coordinates and invertible transformations into orientation bundles (filter responses on

the Euclidean group-manifold) have been the latest addition. Dedicated applications for biomedical imaging such as

multi-modality  image  registration,  multi-scale  optic  flow detection on 2D-time image  sequences,  and  methods for

computer-aided diagnosis are currently developed in ongoing research projects, based on routines available in MathVi-

sionTools.

Mathematica and MathVisionTools  also play a key role in the education of our Biomedical Engineering students [11,

12]. The strategy of  'Here is a classical paper, read it, understand it, and make an implementation in Mathematica in a

few  days'  works  amazingly  well,  even  for  3  months  projects.  For  a  range  of  examples  see

http://www.bmi2.bmt.tue.nl/image-analysis/Education/index.html  (Master & Internship). See also the student example

exhibited  by  Wolfram: http://library.wolfram.com/infocenter/Conferences/5756/ .  A  large  subset  of  routines  and

commands in MathVisionTools stems from the many functions released in textbooks on multi-scale image analysis [13,

14].  The  course  "Front-End  Vision  and  Multi-Scale  Image  Analysis"  (http://www.bmi2.bmt.tue.nl/image-

analysis/education/courses/FEV/course/index.html ) is a popular national course in the Netherlands and is completely

given in Mathematica [13].
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Many Digital  Image Processing toolkits are rather basic and contain the elementary operations on images, such as

filters, geometric transformations, histogram operations, mathematical morphology and edge detection. Beyond this,

there is  a  need for  an efficient design toolkit  with high-level building blocks for doing advanced mathematics on

images. To emphasize this issue we provide a short list of exemplary needs for mathematical methodologies:

- evolutionary and energy minimizing methods in image enhancement,

- high order robust differential geometry (invariants),

- calculations on matrix valued images (DTI, hessian),

- multi-scale methods (deep structure singularities),

- multi-orientation methods (perceptual grouping, tensor voting, stochastic completion fields),

- texture analysis and statistical pattern recognition tools,

- statistical pattern recognition techniques (!!! not the same as above?),

- dynamic shapes (snakes, balloons),

- active shape and appearance models,

- retrieval methods for similar images in huge databases,

- robust analysis of optic flow dynamics,

- etc.

Mathematica is ideally suited to handle this wide range of mathematics on images. It is intrinsically multi-dimensional.

It embeds any programming style, but is primarily designed for functional programming, where it as an interpreter

language exhibits its greatest speed. A clear advantage of functional programming is also the typically short code, often

resembling closely the verbal English statement of the problem. A full debugger/profiler is now available [7]. It is easy

to install C++ routines into Mathematica code and vice-versa through the MathLink protocol (co-compile C/C++ code

with MathLink.h). 

Mathematica reads and writes any type of image, including medical DICOM images. In the package MathVisionTools

we have developed many special I/O routines to convert a variety of vendor-specific data into DICOM format, such as

BioRAD microscope data, high field small-bore small animal MRI data (FDF format), data in ANALYZE format etc.

Mathematica is not freeware. This may hamper its proliferation and the proliferation of MathVisionTools. However, the

commercial embedding ensured ongoing R&D for the sake of Mathematica,  its add-ons, and its users. It is a highly

professional software environment,  not just for image analysis,  which is supported by a well established, mid-size

company. The costs for image analysis researchers can be spread by a full campus or institute license, which is now

available to most large universities worldwide. In Eindhoven a universal license for all departments permits installation

of Mathematica on all computers of the university, including the 9600 laptops supplied with 50% funding to all TU/e

students, including home use. The cost per computer is thus reduced to a few euros. This requires a decision at top

university  /institute  level.  See  for  the  TU/e  situation:

http://w3.tue.nl/en/services/dienst_ict/organisatie/groepen/wins/campus_software/.

Example I: Differential Calculus on Images

According to scale-space theory [13, 19, 20] and tempered distribution theory [14] it is well known that a regularized

way to take (high-order) derivatives of discrete data L x, y  is by convolution with a Gaussian derivative kernel Gt
nx,ny .

x L x, y Gt x x, y y x L x, y x y Gt
1,0 x x, y y L x, y x y.

The above equation opens an operational way to apply practically all tools of differential calculus to discrete images.

MathVisionTools contains an extensive GaussianDerivative package to calculate partial derivatives to any order,

both symbolically on many function or numerically on any n-dimensional data set, under a variety of boundary condi-
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tions, in a fast and highly optimized way, either via spatial convolution (ListConvolve) or via multiplication in

Fourier space. Here are three examples that built onto Gaussian derivatives.

Example: Gauge Derivatives

A famous class of differential invariants is the N-jet of intrinsic image derivatives, expressed in the local, first-order,

gradient-defined coordinate system v, w , the so-called gauge derivatives [13]. The following short Mathematica code

renders the gauge derivatives of any order (nv-times with respect to the unit-gradient coordinate v and nw-times with

respect to the orthogonal coordinate w) of a 2D function f x, y  in terms of  x, y -coordinates.

GaugeDerivative nv_, nw_ f_ :

Module

Lx, Ly, v, w , w
Lx, Ly

Lx2 Ly2
; v

0 1
1 0

.w;

Nest v. x #, y # & , Nest w. x #, y # & , f, nw , nv .

Lx D f, x , Ly D f, y Simplify

GaugeDerivative 0, 1 L x, y

L 0,1 x, y 2 L 1,0 x, y 2

"Ridgeness" is given by Lv v:

GaugeDerivative 2, 0 L x, y

L 0,2 x, y L 1,0 x, y
2

2 L 0,1 x, y L 1,0 x, y L 1,1 x, y L 0,1 x, y
2
L 2,0 x, y

L 0,1 x, y
2

L 1,0 x, y
2

For easier reading, one can convert  the above expression  into subscript notation via pattern matching in a single

statement:

% . f_ nx_,ny_ x_, y_ fStringJoin Table "x", nx ,Table "y", ny

2 Lx Lxy Ly Lxx Ly
2 Lx

2 Lyy
Lx2 Ly2

The next statement exploits Mathematica's powerful pattern matching to replace (with the operator /. ) any occurrence

of an analytical  derivative into a discrete convolution operator.  Thus,  in one line we write the complete discrete

implementation for any order:

ListGaugeDerivative t_, nv_, nw_ img_ :

GaugeDerivative nv, nw L x, y .

L nx_,ny_ x, y GaussianDerivative t, nx , t, ny img

The gradient Lw of an X-ray image at scale t=2:

im Import "hands.gif" 1, 1 ;
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ListDensityPlot ListGaugeDerivative 2, 0, 1 im ;

Ridges Lv v at scale t 2 and t 8:

DisplayTogetherArray ListDensityPlot

ListGaugeDerivative 2, 2, 0 im , ListGaugeDerivative 8, 2, 0 im ;

Example: Gaussian Deblurring

To deblur Gaussian blur [18], one can extrapolate an image L[x,y,t0] at scale t0 towards smaller t via a Taylor expan-

sion [2][3]. First, we import an MRI image of a head from the first frame of a DICOM dataset. (!!! its a GIF file here,

not DICOM .. do you have a DICOM version)

img Import "mr128.gif" 1, 1 ;

We then perform a Taylor expansion of L x, y, t  with respect to scale t0 around t0 and substitute the derivatives

t by the Laplacian operator 
2

x2

2

y2 , which is equal to t according to the diffusion equation L
t

2L
x2

2L
y2  that

governs linear scale space. Thus, we obtain a differential deblurring operator.

BlurExpansion order_ : Series L x, y, t , t, t0, order .

L 0,0,n_ x, y, t0 Nest x,x # y,y # &, L x, y, t0 , n ; BlurExpansion 4

L x, y, t0 L 0,2,0 x, y, t0 L 2,0,0 x, y, t0 t t0
1
2

L 0,4,0 x, y, t0 2 L 2,2,0 x, y, t0 L 4,0,0 x, y, t0 t t0 2

1
6

L 0,6,0 x, y, t0 3 L 2,4,0 x, y, t0 3 L 4,2,0 x, y, t0 L 6,0,0 x, y, t0

t t0 3 1
24

L 0,8,0 x, y, t0 4 L 2,6,0 x, y, t0 6 L 4,4,0 x, y, t0

4 L 6,2,0 x, y, t0 L 8,0,0 x, y, t0 t t0 4 O t t0 5

We substitute  the GaussianDerivative  command for  the  symbolic  derivatives  of L x, y, t  to  obtain an

instantly working deblurring command.
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Deblur img_, order_, gt_, t_ : Normal BlurExpansion order .

L x, y, t0 img,

L nx_,ny_,0 x, y, t0 GaussianDerivative gt, nx , gt, ny img ,

t t0 t gt

gt denotes the scale, that is inflicted by the Gaussian derivatives. t stands for the scale interval, by which to deblur.

First, we generate a blurred image at scale t = 2 .

blur GaussianDerivative 2, 0 , 2, 0 img ;

Then, we deblur it by t 2.

deblur4 Deblur blur, 4, 2.0, 2 ;

deblur8 Deblur blur, 8, 2.7, 2 ;

The result speaks for itself. Note, that we can rerun this example for any order of Taylor expansion generating the

Mathematica code on the fly.

DisplayTogetherArray ListDensityPlot blur, deblur4, deblur8 ;

Example II: Geometry-driven diffusion

The Perona & Malik equation (edge preserving smoothing evolution PDE [16, 15]) for 3D is given by

L

s
. e

L 2

k2 L .

The exponential  term is  the  conductivity  and is  a  decreasing function of  the gradient  magnitude.  After  loading a

standard Mathematica package to obtain the commands Grad for the gradient and Div for the divergence, this formula

for 3 dimensions is easily expanded and implemented for discrete images.

Calculus`VectorAnalysis ;̀

SetCoordinates Cartesian x, y, z ;

Div E
Grad L x,y,z 2

k2 Grad L x, y, z ExpToTrig FullSimplify

1
k2

L 0,0,1 x,y,z
2

k2 k2 2 L 0,0,1 x, y, z
2

L 0,0,2 x, y, z

L 0,1,0 x,y,z
2

k2 k2 2 L 0,1,0 x, y, z
2

L 0,2,0 x, y, z

L 1,0,0 x,y,z
2

k2 k2 2 L 1,0,0 x, y, z
2

L 2,0,0 x, y, z
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As we have seen before, the derivatives are conveniently converted into subscript notation via pattern matching in a

single statement.

% . L nx_,ny_,nz_ x, y, z LStringJoin Table "x", nx , Table "y", ny , Table "z", nz

Lx
2

k2 k2 2 Lx
2 Lxx

Ly
2

k2 k2 2 Ly
2 Lyy

Lz
2

k2 k2 2 Lz
2 Lzz

k2

Via pattern matching we can convert these derivatives to discrete Gaussian derivative operators as explained in the

previous section, and we can applied them in e.g. a forward Euler, Runge-Kutta or AOS [22] iteration scheme.

Advanced mathematics

MathVisionTools  is not a package that implements the basic image processing routines, as are available in many other

packages.  It  is  dedicated to  be a  design tool  for  advanced mathematical  reasoning and experimentation,  and it  is

destined to fill that niche. Current directions of research and development in MathVisionTools  are invariant stochastic

processes of medical image data in scale space and on the Euclidean manifold to obtain perceptual grouping measures.

The appendices list examples of code in MathVisionTools  and some pages from the Help Browser in Mathematica for

MathVisionTools  routines. We just scratched the surface of the vast possibilities in image calculus that is now accessi-

ble through MathVisionTools and Mathematica. Applications currently being built in MathVisionTools are:

- multi-scale optic flow detection on 2D-time cardiac image sequences [29];

- multi-scale singularity techniques for robust scene retrieval in CAD [25];

- active shape and active appearance algorithms for cardiac shape variability analysis [26];

- detection of stellate tumors in mammography (based on [30]);

- geometry-driven diffusion techniques for enhancement (edge-preserving smoothing) [13, 15];

- invertible orientation-spaces for dim contour enhancement (orientation scores [27]);

- perceptual grouping of elongated structures through stochastic completion fields [21];

- 2D tensor voting with steerable filters for catheter detection in low-dose fluoroscopy[23];

- 3D radial basis functions interpolation for neuronavigation atlas matching [24];

- and many more in development.

Conclusion and call

Mathematica  has proven to be an ideal prototyping tool in advanced image analysis.  The routines and commands

collected in MathVisionTools  accelerate the process of developing new algorithms. We call for participation by inter-

ested institutes and companies.

Participation will be on an exchange basis. The code will be made available to partners that contribute code to the

project.

Please contact:

Prof. Bart M. ter Haar Romeny, Dipl. Ing. Markus van Almsick, H.E. Bennink

Eindhoven University of Technology

Department of Biomedical Engineering

Den Dolech 2, WH2.106

5600 MB Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Tel. +31-40-2475537
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Fax +31-40-2472740

Email: B.M.terHaarRomeny@tue.nl, M.v.Almsick@tue.nl, H.E.Bennink@student.tue.nl

URL BMIA: http://www.bmi2.bmt.tue.nl/image-analysis/

URL MathVisionTools: www.mathvisiontools.net
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